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CHAPTER 8

SAFETY AND FIRE PREVENTION
GENERAL
Accidents can occur in many ways in a workplace
unless personnel are properly trained in fire and
accident prevention and practice safety at all
times. Teach personnel to THINK SAFETY by
using OJT and visual aids.
THE FOOD ADVISOR’S ROLE
IN SAFETY
The FA and TISO must work with the installation
Safety Officer to ensure that a viable safety program is maintained. Accidents must be reported to
the Safety Officer as described in AR 385-40. The
safety office maintains records of accidents and
can provide information on recurring accidents.
The FA should keep track of trends or accident
types and make necessary changes to operations
or training to reduce injuries or damage to
equipment. Do not wait for accidents to happen
before you initiate action. Make on-the-spot corrections if you observe unsafe conditions or acts.
Safety and fire prevention training in contractoroperated facilities is the responsibility of the
contractor.
DINING FACILITY SAFETY
The FSS must ensure that safety is included in all
training and in the day-to-day operation of his
facility. Accidents will occur even when personnel are well-trained in how to prevent them. Food
service personnel should know what to do when
accidents happen. The FSS must include an SOP
on first aid and fire fighting in the dining facility
safety program. Some commonsense rules for
safety are described below.
Storerooms
DO NOT STORE CHEMICALS IN FOOD STORAGE AREAS OR NEAR FOOD. Store containers

by contents, size, and type. Use sturdy shelves,
and place heavy or larger items such as cases,
large bags, or number 10 cans on lower shelves.
Have shelving low enough so that personnel can
easily see the contents. Make sure personnel-Use a well-braced ladder to reach items on
high shelves.
Keep the aisles clear and the floor clean and
dry.
Get a firm grip on containers before lifting.
Bend your knees, keep your back straight, and
use thigh and shoulder muscles for lifting.
Keep the load close to your body, walk normally, and ease the load to a resting place.
Make sure personnel can see where they are
going. BE ALERT.
Get help if needed.
CO2 containers must be secured with a chain
in an upright position to preclude damage to the
dispensing head and possible injury to personnel.
Cooking and Serving Areas
Burns, bumps, and falls often happen in the cooking and serving areas. Make sure personnel -Turn the handles of pots and pans so that they
point to the back or side of the range.
Close oven doors when not inserting or removing pans.
Use pot-handling pads for hot items.
Keep the floors under, around, and behind
appliances clean.
Clean up spills at once.
Clean grease filters frequently.
Give a warning when passing servers.
Change steam table inserts carefully.
Do not rush when carrying hot pans of food.
Do not spill grease on open flames.
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Knives
Knives are probably the most dangerous items
personnel use. Constantly stress knife safety during OJT. When personnel know which knife to
use and how to use and care for it, there will be
fewer accidents. Some safety rules to follow when
using knives are-Make sure knives are kept sharpened. Use
proper sharpening procedures, as shown in Figure
16-5 (page 16-9) in this manual.
Use a cutting board and not the palm of the
hand.
Cut away from the body.
Do not try to catch a falling knife.
Do not use knives to open cans, to punch
holes in cans, or to pry off lids.
Be very careful when carrying a knife. Always carry knives at your side next to your leg.
Wash knives separately from other utensils.
Wash and store knives IMMEDIATELY after
use.
Store knives in a metal or plastic slotted rack.
Other Equipment
NEVER let personnel use equipment until they are
trained to operate it. ALWAYS follow the
manufacturer’s operating, safety, and maintenance
instructions. If equipment is not working correctly, have the engineers check it--do not tinker.
Table 8-1 (page 8-2) lists hazards associated with
different sources of energy and some safety precautions.
Cleaning Products
Cleaning products can be very dangerous substances when not used correctly. Many cleaning
products are also hazardous chemicals. You
should-Ensure personnel read labels and follow all
instructions before using.
Ensure personnel do not mix cleaning products.
Ensure personnel are trained.
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Ensure that all personnel use appropriate protective clothing and equipment provided for their
protection.
SAFETY IN CLASS I OPERATIONS
Accidents cost money through the loss of manhours and damage to or destruction of food and
equipment. The resulting loss of personnel, subsistence, and equipment could prevent Class I
supplies from being issued to supported units in a
timely manner. Detailed information on safety is
in DOD 4145. 19-R-1. The FSS should use the
checklist in Table 8-2 (pages 8-3 through 8-6) to
evaluate the dining facility for possible safety
hazards. Table 8-3 (pages 8-6 and 8-7) provides
general rules that should be included in the safety
program.
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FIRE PREVENTION
The TISO and FSS must stress fire prevention
during training and daily operations. Fire prevention checks should be included in your safety
checklists.
There are three classes of fire with which you
must be familiar. They are-Class A Fires - Ordinary combustibles, such
as wood, paper, or cloth.
Class B Fires - Flammable liquids and grease.
Class C Fires - Electrical fires.
Three things must be present to have a fire.
They are known as the fire triangle. These are-Oxygen
Heat source
Fuel
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Fire extinguishers are classified by what
they put out. Each extinguisher breaks a different link of the fire triangle. Class A extinguishers
cool the source of the fire and eliminate the heat
source. Class B extinguishers blanket the source
with foam or chemicals to cover the fuel source.
Most fire extinguishers used in a dining facility
are rated for more than one type of fire. Because
a fire within a dining facility may include one or
more of the classes, a multipurpose, dry-chemical
extinguisher would be the most effective and
should be readily available. The post installation fire department should be consulted when
classes in fire prevention are planned or given at
your facility.

